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NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three elements are fields in a basic Ethernet data
frame?(choose three)
A. Preamble
B. Length/Type
C. Version
D. Time to Live
E. Header Checksum
F. Frame Check Sequence
Answer: A,B,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network engineer executes the commands logging host
172.16.200.225 and logging trap 5. Which action results when
these two commands are executed together?
A. Logging messages that have a debugging severity level are
sent to the remote server 172.16.200.225.
B. Logged information is stored locally, showing the source as
172.16.200.225.
C. Logging messages that have a severity level of
"notifications" and above (numerically lower) are sent to the
remote server 172.16.200.225.
D. Logging messages that have any severity level are sent to
the remote server 172.16.200.225.
Answer: C
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